Evaluation of the Open Government Pioneers Project
Undertaken by MutualGain, 2018
Summary
In December 2017 MutualGain was selected as an independent evaluator of the Open
Government Pioneers Project. This report provides an overview of the evaluation as
follows:
Section 1: An introduction to the Open Government Pioneers Project, its aims, outcomes
and outputs and the purpose of the evaluation
Section 2: The outputs of the Open Government Pioneers Project
Section 3: The methodology used in stages one, two and three of the evaluation
Section 4: The key findings about the Project’s four key outcomes, understanding the
equality impact and capacity issues
Section 5: MutualGain reflections drawn from the evidence of the evaluation and our
observations
Section 6: Our recommendations for:
•

Creating more empowered engaged citizens, leveraging their knowledge of
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) by

•

•

Strengthening communication and measurement

•

Achieving more visibility and voice

Ensuring political representatives have greater awareness of SDGs and types of
actions required by:
•

Strengthening the link between accountability and transparency and the
SDGs in political debate

•
•

Helping government officials have a better plan for involving citizens by:
•

•

Creating a sustainable campaign

Building an evidence base of what works and what does not

Open government seen as instrumental, and a common good towards progressing
SDGs by:
•

Promoting greater understanding and attitudinal change
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•

Promoting a ‘United Kingdom’ message

1. Introduction
Set up in 2016, with a £500k Big Lottery Fund grant, the Open Government Pioneers Project
is led by a partnership of civil society organisations:
•

England: Involve

•

Northern Ireland: Northern Ireland Environment Link (NIEL)

•

Scotland: Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations (SCVO)

•

Wales: Cynnal Cymru, Welsh Council for Voluntary Action (WCVA) and the Electoral
Reform Society (ERS) Cymru

Linking the two key concepts of open government and sustainable development, over two
years the Project is designed to:1
•

Pursue the aims of Open Government2 and Sustainable Development

•

Give greater voice to citizens across the United Kingdom to contribute to policymaking and service delivery

•

Aid progress towards the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)3

1

https://opengovpioneers.miraheze.org/wiki

2

The Project is officially linked to the international Open Government Partnership (OGP), which

serves as a platform for civil society organisations and reformers, both inside and outside of
governments, allowing them to develop, promote and implement initiatives to increase availability
of information about governmental activities, support civic participation, implement the highest
standards of professional integrity and increase access to new technologies. As one of the eight
founding countries, the UK Open Government Network now operates across the devolved nations as
part of a plan to make decisions closer to the communities they affect. For example in 2016,
Scotland was one of 15 sub-nations worldwide who made commitments to open government as part
of the ‘sub-nation pilot programme’, to be “more responsive, flexible and less bureaucratic” than
central government, therefore increasing the potential engagement, and as a result, overall impact.
3

Launched by the United Nations in 2015, there are 17 SDGs focusing on poverty, health and climate

change to help improve well-being, equality and sustainability. National and sub-national
governments in the UK are following these goals and adapting individual targets to their own
national contexts, finding the best means of pursuing them to promote equality and sustainability.
The Open Government Pioneers Project is tasked with making sure that citizens are part of this
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The Big Lottery Fund grant included funding for an independent evaluator to review
progress towards outcomes and inform future practice by answering the question, ‘how do
we know that the Open Government Pioneers UK initiative is making a difference?’ The
Project wanted to learn from its mistakes and build on its successes. ‘Is there evidence that
a diverse range of citizens and civil society are any closer to engaging with the decisions that
affect them as a result of the Open Government Pioneers Project UK?’
The evaluation was designed to track progress towards the following four key outcomes:
•

Empowered engaged citizens, leveraging their knowledge of SDGs

•

Political representatives have greater awareness of SDGs and types of actions
required

•

Government officials have a better plan for involving citizens

•

Open government seen as instrumental, and a common good towards progressing
SDGs

And to test if these have been achieved by:
•

Using an open and agile approach to monitoring, learning and evaluation

•

Assessing how successful the Project is at opening up government progress against
the SDGs to citizen participation

•

Informing future activities that support Open Government approaches to delivering
the SDGs

2. Outputs
The project has undertaken a range of output activities. A sample that took place from
January – June 2018, during the period of the evaluation, includes:

process, ensuring that the institutions responsible for these changes are open and responsive to the
needs of different communities.
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England:
•

As part of the development of the new UK Open Government Action Plan
development, a series of workshops in English cities discussed open government
commitments

•

Discuto, an online platform to gather ideas for open government reform, was set up

•

Participation in the UKGovCamp Unconference bringing together civil servants
working on open government and open data and the UKSSD (UK Stakeholders for
Sustainable Development) event "The Sustainable Development Goals: can London
lead the way?"

•

Hosted and facilitated an event in London to prioritise key civil society proposals
coming out of the public consultation period for the next UK Open Government
Action Plan

•

Published the Open Government Civil Society Manifesto 2018

•

Involve and the UK Open Government Network drafted the chapter on SDG16 with
UKSSD

Northern Ireland:
•

Letter to Local Government/SOLACE re Goal 13 Climate Change

•

Contributed a summary of the Northern Ireland position to the UKSSD Shadow
report and the open government position to the Northern Ireland Affairs Committee
on Devolution and Democracy in Northern Ireland

•

Reimagine Democracy conference delivered with 90 participants and links to
conference YouTube video circulated

•

Grassroots event with three further Northern Ireland special schools

•

SDGs/Democracy Games event held with Duke of Edinburgh Youth Groups at
Stormont

•

Food Poverty Workshops developed

Scotland:
•

An SDG Network Open Letter was sent requesting feedback about the action being
taken to progress the SDGs in Scotland which received 11 responses from the First
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Minister, Scottish Parliamentary Committees, the Scottish Conservative Party and
five local authorities
•

A workshop with the Scottish Educational Development Centres was delivered to
gain a better understanding of how work with teachers fits into what’s being done to
achieve the goals across Scotland

•

A joint event with the Scottish Government focused on aligning the National
Performance Framework with the SDGs

•

Working with The Poverty Alliance, Scottish International Development Alliance,
Nourish Scotland, Business in the Community Scotland, Keep Scotland Beautiful,
International Voluntary Service, ICAS, GCU, IDEAS and the Scotland Malawi
Partnership, a short film targeted at stakeholders is being produced to promote
SDGs

•

With a focus on the Year of Young People 2018, co-designed with Communic18, and
hosted by SCVO, The Wood Foundation and Young Scot, a session explored the
valuable role young people play in communities across Scotland

•

‘Are you a young citizen advocate for change?’, hosted by Open Government
Network and The International Development Education Association of Scotland
(IDEAS), explored young people’s perspectives on a range of issues, sharing their
passion for change. St Roch’s School played a key role interviewing a number of
charities in the exhibition hall to help build their skills and knowledge. (The school
also participated in the Northern Ireland conference)

•

The OGP Steering Group (Civil Society) facilitated the first multi-stakeholder forum
for open government, consisting of eight government representatives and eight
members of the network

Wales:
•

Facilitated discussion between the third sector and the Welsh government to
redesign the Third Sector Partnership Council

•

Met with Welsh Government Digital team to develop a plan for next commitments
for Open Government Action Plan and civil society input

•

Open Government Network Wales workshop to prioritise themes, consider
commitments and discuss wider civil society engagement
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•

Set up Discuto platform for Welsh commitments, in collaboration with ERS Cymru
and the Welsh Government, promoted via Cynnal Cymru website and twitter

•

Held two drop-in workshops at Gofod3 WCVA conference to discuss Open
Government Network with attendees

•

Youth Cymru interim equalities report received and uploaded to UK Open
Government

A more detailed list of the outputs can be found in Appendix One. It should be noted that it
does not include all the development work, including meetings with government, project
board and others to plan outputs and events or all the internal activity building
collaboration between partners. Further details are available on the wiki activity page.
3. Methodology
At the start the following five-stage evaluation plan was agreed:

Stage
One
Focus on
the
experiences
of the
Project
Team,
exploring
ideas and
issues

Stage
two
Gaining
insight from
those with
experiences
of the
project and
exploring
how to
strengthen
it by using
an online
survey and
webinars

Stage
three
Interim
Report to
review
insight

Stage
four

Stage five

Share
feedback
with Project
Board

Final report

In addition the evaluation was tasked to commit to the following approach:
•

Match the approach and ethos of the Open Government Pioneers Project

•

Demonstrate a realistic and robust methodology (appropriate to the budget)

•

Outline clear and accessible outputs

•

Involve interviews with Project partners, participants and government
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•

Be supported by data from the Project’s monitoring and discussion about evaluation
priorities

•

Make recommendations about how to continue and develop the engagement of
citizens and civil society

See Appendix Four for our assessment of how the evaluation followed this approach.
3.1 Stage One: Focus on the experiences of the Project Team, exploring ideas and issues
A key challenge that became apparent from the start of the evaluation was how wider
engagement and understanding about open government and the SDGs, and work related to
both, would relate to the actual aims of the Open Government Pioneers Project. The
Project Board was aware that other participants and partners would not necessarily be
aware of the relationship. This challenge runs throughout the evaluation.
It was agreed that the evaluation would focus predominantly on undertaking the work
online – partly to fit within the budget but also to mirror how the Project promoted itself. A
dedicated page was therefore created on the MutualGain website to post updates and
information (https://www.mutualgain.org/ogpeval/). A dedicated email was created
(ogpeval@mutualgain.org) supported by a Twitter account (@OGPEval).
Following discussions with the Project Board about how best to hear the views of the
respective country leads, it proved fortunate that one of the MutualGain team was due to
be in Scotland for other work. This meant that it was possible to organise a face-to-face
focus group with key people on 8 March. As another MutualGain team member attended
the Reimagine Democracy conference in Belfast on 15 March, a face-to-face discussion with
the Northern Ireland leads was organised the next day on 16 March. Following the
conference, discussions with the England leads were arranged and took place on 28 March
and 25 May. It proved impractical to arrange a face-to-face meeting in Wales, so an on-line
discussion took place on 13 April instead. Each of these encounters explored the
opportunities and challenges of Open Government Pioneers and, crucially, the similarities
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and differences between each of the four parts of the UK. A detailed summary is provided
in Appendix Two.
As part of these discussions each country was asked to articulate a ‘dream statement’ to
capture an ideal outcome for the Project, making the connection between open
government and the SDGs but also testing the consistency across the four countries.
Subsequently these were refined and the following versions were used as part of the on-line
survey discussed in section 2.2 below:
•

England: Government recognises SDGs as a key national goal and introduces a
programme of commitments and actions that would include Open Government,
transparency and accountability.

•

Northern Ireland: Have transparency for accountability in government and have an
implementation plan for the SDGs.

•

Scotland: Coming together to achieve the UN SDGs using the spirit and practice of
Open Government to develop a plan that leaves no one behind, can fulfil everyone's
potential and be fully responsible to the planet.

•

Wales: Open Government Pioneers develops more robust engagement between
government and society so that there is transparency and accountability about the
delivery of the SDGs.

3.2 Stage two: Gaining insight from those with experiences of the Project and exploring
how to strengthen it by using an online survey
Drawing on the issues that emerged from the above discussions coupled with the ‘dream’
statements’, an on-line survey, with an invitation to participate in four on-line workshops,
was drafted. This was designed to explore a wider range of views about the Project’s
development and success, targeted both at people who had been directly involved, either as
individuals or as part of an organisation, and those who had a wider interest in open
government and the SDGs. The on-line approach was taken to match the operation of the
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Project more generally, for example the Wiki, as well as the span and scope that a survey
provides.
After consultation with the country leads, the survey was refined to strengthen the
emphasis on capacity building and remove the country identifiers of the ‘dream
statements’. It was also edited once during its active period, adding an ‘other’ option to
question two, at the request of one respondent.

The channels used to promote the survey and invitations to the on-line workshops
The ogpeval webpage

•

Linked to the Pioneers wiki

Forums

•

SDG Network Scotland (a resource located on the Basecamp
platform)
Open Government Network UK
Open Government Network Wales
Following up on topics – IRM report

•
•
•
Twitter

•

https://twitter.com/OGP_Eval four times between 30 May
to 25 June on @OpenGovNI, @OpenGovCymru,
@OpenGovScot, @OpenGovUK via Twitter chat and
retweets, including the Convention of Scottish Local
Authorities (COSLA), Local Government Association (LGA),
Northern Ireland LGA and the Welsh LGA, all Government
departments, the UKSSD, National Council for Voluntary
Organisations, WebRoots and Digital Scots

Facebook

•

https://www.facebook.com/OGPEVAL/, including posts on
11 and 25 June pinned to top of the page

LinkedIn

•

Including the following Groups:
o Governance & Sustainable Development (684
members)
o Improving UK Local and Regional Government (6394
members)
o Sustainable Development Goals Group (1448
members)
o Innovation in Wales (304 members)
o Open Government (1706 members)

Email

•

Promotional emails to people who have participated in the
Project via country leads and organisational partners (see
https://opengovpioneers.miraheze.org/wiki/Partners)
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Despite this extensive promotion there were only 22 responses to the survey during the six
weeks that it was live (30 May until 11 July). In an attempt to increase participation in the
survey and online workshops, the country leads agreed to link the social media channels
related to the evaluation with their own specific ones. ‘@OGPEval’ posts were re-tweeted
on the main @Mutual_Gain and country-based Twitter accounts. We also worked with
individual countries to make sure that they retweeted the survey link to the much larger
follower base on their ‘OpenGov’ accounts. Eventually only one person registered to
participate in the workshops.
Given the low level of engagement in the more structured activities, we decided to host a
twitter chat on 9 July, designed to take a more informal (although still transparent)
approach, supported by the United Kingdom (England) and the Northern Ireland accounts
using the following questions:
•

Can the principles of open government (of transparency and accountability) help
deliver the SDGs more effectively?

•

How could the idea of Open Government Pioneers make the general public and
government more aware of SDGs?

•

How can the Open Government Pioneers Project help to tackle inequality?

Despite the large number of followers on the ‘OpenGov’ accounts (2232 and 1455 for the
UK and Northern Ireland respectively) there was only one response - a query about the
2018 Northern Ireland action plans.
3.3 Stages three and four: interim report to review insight and share feedback with the
Project Board
This interim report summarises the findings of the evaluation to date and our reflections
about these. It has been designed to help the Project Board plan and strengthen the
remainder of the programme.
4. Key findings
The following section uses the evidence from our discussions and the on-line survey to
www.mutualgain.org
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explore the progress towards achieving each of the four key outcomes.
4.1 Empowered engaged citizens, leveraging their knowledge of SDGs
In our discussions we experienced a strong commitment to and enthusiasm for the Open
Government Pioneers Project from all the country leads. At the same time this was
matched by recognition that its size and ambition creates challenges for implementing the
Project as effectively as would be ideal. In addition a recurring theme was the importance
and difficulty of translating the Project’s ambitions into work already underway about open
government and the SDGs, everyday realities and using a language understood by everyone.

The challenge of empowering and engaging citizens seemed to be confirmed by the low
number of respondents and their makeup. 12 participated on behalf of a range of
organisations and ten as individual citizens, working with a variety of diverse communities
with age and disability as the two main groups identified. There were mixed motivations for
engaging with the Project - 12 respondents wanted to increase their knowledge and 10
joined to share experiences. The most popular methods of participation were the Open
Government forums, meet-ups and events, followed by reading papers and articles. The
least popular method was the Pioneers Wiki.

4.2 Political representatives have greater awareness of SDGs and types of actions required
The current political environment makes raising awareness about open government and the
SDGs challenging both across the UK as a whole and in the individual nations. The Brexit
negotiations and their fall-out have dominated the agenda leaving little room for anything
else. In the current context, we heard that the UK government can appear opposed to
transparency. There are no UK specific SDG targets (although the Department for
International Development does have some these are only relevant outside the UK). In
England the majority of both political and government activity is Westminster focussed
which, coupled with the size of the country, makes it difficult to mobilise support for the
Project’s aims. There are also challenges in Northern Ireland, where the devolved
government remains suspended, and in Wales, where there is less ministerial involvement
and civil society overall does not have a strong history of activism. Scotland appears to be
www.mutualgain.org
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the exception with stronger support giving the Project more impetus than elsewhere with
the participation of a leading civil servant being a key champion.
4.3 Government officials have a better plan for involving citizens
A number of related initiatives are in place involving both government officials and civil
society organisations, including the UK Open Government Network and the steps towards
creating the next Open Government Action Plan. In addition in Wales the Future
Generations Act sets out sustainable development principles for all public organisations and
local authorities have a legal duty to report on well-being (although there is little history of
challenge to its actual delivery). A Plan was to be published in June with commitments to
strengthen engagement and representation with involvement of both government and civil
society. There would appear to be a close relationship between these kinds of initiatives
and the Open Government Pioneers but it has proved difficult to articulate it precisely and
gain sufficient prominence within them.
Passionate, committed and supportive civil society and NGO partners also have competing
agendas (including coping with Brexit and its implications as noted above) and are often
unable to connect how open government applies to SDGs and vice versa. For example the
wider Open Government Network with its many partners was used to promote the
evaluation but it proved impossible to engage large numbers of respondents from this
sector. Grassroots, practical issues relating to social justice for the most marginalised in
society demand lots of time and effort from civil society groups. While the connection
between these and the aspirations of the Open Government Pioneers Project is more
obvious at a strategic level, it is harder to translate into practical change at a local level –
and in turn becomes a lower priority on local agendas without the support of additional
dedicated resources.
4.4 Open government seen as instrumental, and a common good towards progressing
SDGs
This evaluation has shown there is a significant gap between the commitment and
enthusiasm of those leading the Open Government Pioneers Project and the wider
community of partners interested in open government and the SDGs – and an even greater
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one with citizens. This would indicate a lack of understanding about the Project on the part
of wider civil society, citizens and others, with the survey highlighting the challenges of
ensuring the Project has an impact. The majority of respondents felt their ability to
influence and facilitate connections was ‘not very effective’. Five per cent of respondents
felt they had been consulted on decisions related to the Project, 36 per cent used their
participation to deliver a new project and 32 per cent had explored ideas through an online
discussion. At the same time 23 per cent of respondents felt their participation had made
no impact and nobody believed that they had ‘changed or adapted’ the Project, although it
appears that some respondents were referring to ‘Open Government’ rather the Pioneers
Project specifically.
Despite this there would appear be opportunities to articulate the importance of the Open
Government Pioneers Project by relating it to other activities organised by partners. The
Reimagine Democracy Conference took place in Belfast on 15 March (see for record of the
event). This included a presentation about the Open Government Pioneers Programme by
the SCVO, which captured the relationship between open government and SDGs. The
conference was positively received with engagement from a wider audience than the
‘actively engaged’. Inevitably the main focus was on Northern Ireland which means there
were questions about how the issues and debates were relevant to the other parts of the
UK. Notwithstanding this there are lessons to explore about how to structure the debate
about the Project. For example the first session was given a heightened relevance as the
day before David Sterling, the head of the Northern Ireland Civil Service, announced that not
all government meetings were minuted to avoid FOI requests. This illustrated how fighting
for open government does have a real (and indeed urgent) importance for the effective
working of a state.
There are other examples of activities in the four countries which could be useful vehicles to
inspire wider audiences. The Democracy Games at Stormont have taken place five times
and, working with special schools, build political literacy in a fun and interactive way by
encouraging (200 to date) young people to think about manifestos and policy. Popular and
over-subscribed they encourage young people do something of their own about what’s
important to them (for the future). In collaboration with the Belfast Food Network, ‘zero
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hunger’ workshops have been organised with families in the most deprived Belfast wards.
In England some connections have been made with local government, for example
Huddersfield has an annual conference on open democracy which includes cover of SDG 16,
although it has proved harder to expand to other SDGs.
Overall Scotland has provided the most welcoming environment for the Project and its aims.
As one participant commented in the discussions, the Scottish government wants to lead
“the best small country in the world”. The SDGs are important tools to make this happen.
At the same time the ‘pioneers’ element of using open government to support this (as
articulated in the Project title) is deliberate, creating a sense of change and optimism.
Capturing at least some element of this UK-wide will be important to continue to inspire
engagement from all the potential groups of participants.
4.5 Understanding the equality impact
Discussions with the country leads highlighted a commitment to strengthening the equality
impact of the Project. This appeared to be confirmed by almost half of the survey
respondents who believed that an extensive understanding of diversity was embedded in
the Project.
There is no doubt that, in each country, the Project has engaged with equality groups and
therefore creates the potential to extend the debates about open government and the SDGs
with diverse communities and individuals. In Wales the Project works with Diverse Cymru
to address BAME representation and disability and equal opportunities and Youth Cymru to
access voluntary groups working with young people and Interlink to tackle poverty. In
Scotland some work has been undertaken with disabled people, and the Scottish
government requires local authorities to ‘spend’ one per cent of their budget using
participatory budgeting as a more open and transparent technique that engages those who
are not currently heard within existing decision making processes. Connections with young
people have proved more successful, including articulation of the message, ‘Young people
are not the future – they are the NOW!’ Some work has been undertaken with ethnic
minority communities via CEMVO who feel under resourced but have lots of enthusiasm for
the work. In England the government leads have been keen to engage with women’s
www.mutualgain.org
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equality groups (SDG 5) linked to the 100th anniversary of women’s suffrage. The new Open
Government Action Plan has a commitment to collect data about the sex, ethnicity and
other diversity indicators of local government candidates and links have been made with the
Local Government Information Unit to enable this.
There is clearly more work to do as, in terms of tackling inequality, the vast majority of
respondents believed that this only happens ‘to some extent’. It proved impossible to
engage any equality partners in the online workshops or twitter chats which suggests that
the understanding of the relationship between the Project’s aims and those of the partners
needs further strengthening.
4.6 Capacity issues
Some of the difficulties around engagement with the evaluation were about the issues of
capacity within the lead organisations. This was demonstrated by some delays in linking
with the country leads and others due to their considerable other work commitments. This
impacts heavily when drawing together the links between open government and SDGs.
Some of these challenges proved beyond the scope of the evaluation to overcome. As
highlighted above the general political and government agenda, particularly Brexit and its
potential consequences, have focussed attention away from the Project. The new General
Data Protection Requirements (GDPR) necessitated changes to the Open Government
Pioneers forum with a significant reduction in membership numbers from 320 to 60 people.
Preparations for the Tbilisi Open Government conference appeared to distract attention
from the evaluation. The membership of the Project Board also changed. In Wales
responsibility for oversight changed from one organisation to another and there was
significant staff sickness.
5. Our reflections
Drawing on the evidence from our discussions with the country leads and the survey results
as well as our own observations, we offer the following reflections to support the Project in
moving forward:
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•

To date the Open Government Pioneers Project has initiated useful discussions
within and beyond the existing networks in which each partner operates. As yet
these have just touched the surface of this extremely ambitious agenda
demonstrating that a two-year project is only going to begin to raise awareness and
set the ground for future work to achieve the four key outcomes initially agreed.
There is a clear indication that the Project is valued and therefore could continue to
build its influence and impact.

•

Although covered above we feel it is worth sharing some further reflections about
capacity here too – not only was it difficult to engage partners and the wider public
(and possibly expected given the early stages of the work) but even those who have
been working more closely with the Project found it challenging to make the time to
contribute. The concept of open government is enormous, and more so when linked
to the SDGs. It requires an extensive time commitment to explain the relevance,
identify tangible opportunities to engage, and then understand and develop the
engagement further. Those responsible for making that happen had to choose
between contributing to the evaluation and delivering the Project’s aspirations as
there was often a lack of capacity to do both. The final evaluation should be mindful
of these issues and sufficient resources allocated to ensure the learning is not lost in
progressing the agenda.

•

Online engagement does not happen easily without investment. The online
evaluation proved difficult despite the thousands of followers on the Open
Government and related networks. During the evaluation both the face-to-face
discussions with country leads produced more information, and the Reimagine
Democracy conference proved more inspirational than the online contributions. The
value of this face-to-face engagement therefore appears to be particularly important
in the initial stages of change and transformation projects.
There are other possible reasons to explain the low level of online engagement.
Potential participants may not have been engaged long enough in the Project to feel
they could make a helpful contribute to the evaluation; some may not have felt they
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have a big enough stake to want to evaluate it; and others may be committed to
open government or SDG respectively but less interested in the capacity building
element that drives the Pioneers project.
There is a range of activities that the Project partners already organise and in which
they participate. More specific focus on Open Government Pioneers could be
included within these. In turn the messages emerging from these could be used to
reinvigorate the online engagement to demonstrate the value of sharing what might
seem limited experiences with evaluators.
•

In the last few months it will be important to identify more dedicated resource (for
example a person from one of the partner organisations) to work with the Project
Board to agree some simple messages, review and update the Wiki and draft the
next steps for how the Project’s experience feeds into future work on open
government and the SDGs (even if these continue to be separate strands of work).

•

We believe the Big Lottery made a brave decision to fund the Project, especially
when the experience to date underlines the difficulty of identifying tangible impact
and outcomes that are truly UK-wide. The aspirations of the Open Government
Pioneers Project are important to the functioning of our democracy. Despite
whatever challenges and problems have not yet been addressed there is enormous
potential, and building effective open government to deliver the SDGs remains a
‘dream’ worth achieving. In the survey Scotland’s dream statement was the most
popular, followed by England, Wales and Northern Ireland. Two participants also
created their own: “A fairer, greener future for all” and “Open Government
promoting the SDGs.” This is why we believe that the Project could think more
clearly about a unified overarching message.

6. Recommendations
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In the following section we outline the recommendations to help deliver the outcomes more
effectively. Although these are presented under individual outcomes we believe that the
making connection between them will also be important.
6.1 Creating more empowered engaged citizens, leveraging their knowledge of SDGs by:
•

Strengthening communication and measurement

The acts of communication and measurement are themselves stimuli to better
communication and measurement. The Project Board should give consideration to
articulating more clearly some simple and straightforward facts and figures about
accountability and transparency matched to the achievement of the SDGs. Developing the
SCVO presentation at the Reimagine Democracy conference could be a useful starting point
for doing this as it began to articulate the relationship between open government, the SDGs
and practical everyday policies and services. This could also help address any confusion
there may be between Open Government, the Open Government Partnership and Open
Government Pioneers.
•

Achieving more visibility and voice

The Open Government Pioneers Project has put the relationship between open government
and the SDGs on the map (for example via the Wiki and the Reimagine Democracy
conference). Populating the map, particularly by reinvigorating the Wiki, requires more
sustained work to update and inspire interested parties. This could include short films,
animations and visuals that speak to specific target audiences with the aim of promoting
them to go viral. In the final months the Project Board needs to identify a dedicated and
more consistent resource to make this happen.
6.2 Ensuring political representatives have greater awareness of SDGs and types of actions
required by:
•

Strengthening the link between accountability and transparency and the SDGs in
political debate
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It is inescapable that the current climate is a tough one for transparency and accountability
and it is therefore hard to find a place on the political agenda. Linked to the above two
recommendations greater clarity is required about what is happening and/or what is
changing. Reflecting specifically on recommendation one above, some simple messages
about ‘what gets measured, gets done’ would be useful. The Board may want to consider
specific blogs that focus on challenges to accountability and transparency and the value of a
Project like this in making this relevant for citizens, politicians, government officials and
others.
•

Creating a sustainable campaign

Achieving open government and delivering the SDGs may not be fully realised until 2030, a
challenge in an environment where short-termism is dominant. The Project has already
provided raw material for civil society to continue campaigning and needs to maintain its
own confidence. The enthusiasm of the country leads is an important asset. The individual
lead organisations therefore need to ensure they have sufficient organisation development
support to sustain and replenish this.
6.3 Helping government officials have a better plan for involving citizens by:
•

Building an evidence base of what works and what does not

The Project shines a spotlight on overall policy successes and failures. The Project Board
may want to challenge itself about the differences that exist between the four countries,
drawing on what works but also articulate things that are not working as well to help
formulate improved planning. Hopefully this evaluation will help to do this.
Even if the work stopped now the Project has accumulated evidence about what works and
what does not in terms of engagement with aspirational concepts. Our experience has
shown that the best input came from face-to-face discussions with people heavily involved
in the Project, and that the sometimes esoteric nature of the open government and the
SDGs means that engaging the general public is more challenging. The Project does
however provide an independent assessment which could be a useful reference for
government and civil society groups to help formulate arguments for legal, moral, economic
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and reputational thinking about effective open government and delivery of the SDGs. We
would recommend a final evaluation incorporates greater levels of face-to-face dialogue to
help capture insights for the future of this work. This evaluation might support country
leads in identifying useful participants for the final evaluation (using the messages from
these recommendations).
6.4 Open government seen as instrumental, and a common good towards progressing

SDGs by:
•

Promoting greater understanding and attitudinal change

This is diffuse and intangible but important. The evaluation has demonstrated the difficulty
of reaching different audiences – politicians, government officials, other civil society groups,
policy makers, students and the wider public. In considering the above points consideration
should be given to articulating at least one clear set of messages for each category of
participant. This would help to address the need for an everyday language about open
government and SDGs articulated throughout discussions with the country leads. This
would also build on engagement with different equality groups which help realise the strong
commitment to diversity and equality articulated in the Project’s aims.
•

Promoting a ‘United Kingdom’ message

The core aim of the Project is to change practice and policy but has enough thought been
given to reflect on this as a UK-wide project? Despite their historic and contemporary
differences, more consideration could be given to how each country might learn from the
others and provide collective lessons for others. For instance, the ‘dream statements’ used
in the survey suggest a unity of intent and therefore could provide a useful starting point.
The Project Board should therefore give thought to its own ‘dream’ – one that can celebrate
this particular project and provide the inspiration for its next steps.
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Appendix One: Project outputs
England
February
2017

May 2017

June 2017
July 2017
August
2017
September
to
December
2017

January to
March
2018

Session ran at UKSSD Annual Conference on involving the public in the
SDGs (1 March)
Steering Committee meeting with UK Government Points of Contact on
OGP (22 March)
Attended workshop, facilitated by Transparency International UK, on the
government's consultation on a public overseas beneficial ownership
register
Consultation response submitted to The Law Commission's proposal
'Protection of Official Data', which proposed changes to the Official
Secrets Act
Open Government Network submitted a letter to the leaders of each of
the main political parties, calling for a series of commitments to furthering
and embedding open government reforms.
Network polled to establish which of the SDGs will form the basis of the
first 5 Open Government 101 resource sheets
Development of Open Government and SDG Resources, covering Goal 3,
Goal 5, Goal 8, Goal 11 and Goal 16
OGN event: The way forward: openness and accountability in the next
Parliament
Development of Open Government and SDG Resources, covering Goal 3,
Goal 5, Goal 8, Goal 11 and Goal 16
Employed new coordinator (Andreas Pavlou) in October 2017
Letter to Minister Caroline Noakes to ask for a meeting to present Open
Government Network
Meeting with Minister Caroline Noakes to present the Open Government
Network
End of year newsletter resuming actions of the Network
As part of the UK 2018-202 Open Government Action Plan development,
we organised a series of workshops in English cities to discuss open
government commitments over January and February. These were
attended by mainly digital organisations, but also women's rights group
and some local activists. We also set up a Discuto online platform to
gather ideas for open government reform, online.
We also participated in the UKGovCamp Unconference in January which
brought together civil servants working on open government and open
data together to solve issues within government
European Open Government Leaders' Forum - Attended and participated
in discussions at the first European Open Government Leaders' forum in
Milan
Attended and participated in UKSSD event "The Sustainable Development
Goals: can London lead the way?" (26 February)
Delivered workshop for Open Government Pioneers conference in Belfast
that gathered ideas and proposals for implementing the SDGs using Open
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April to
June 2018

Government. These were fed into UK and NI discussions on the
development of the respective action plans.
The Open Government portfolio was moved to DCMS from the Cabinet
Office, so we wrote to Matt Hancock, the new secretary of state, to
introduce the agenda in April.
In preparations for the GDPR legislative changes, we moved to a new
online forum, hosted by Discourse.org. The new forum is available at
https://www.discuss.opengovernment.org.uk
Hosted and facilitated event in London to prioritise key civil society
proposals coming out of the public consultation period for the next UK
Open Government Action Plan (17 April)
We published the Open Government Civil Society Manifesto 2018
outlining civil society proposals for open government following months of
workshops, discussions and prioritisations of proposals.
The draft text of the chapter on SDG16 with UKSSD was drafted by
Involve/UKOGN was opened for review and comment from the public and
peer reviewers. We invited members of the Open Government Networks
to participate in this review, and add any comment or dataset they feel
will help to add to the quality of the assessment of the chapter. These
comments were then integrated into the final chapter.

Northern Ireland
Workshop at Paris OGP16 with SCVO. The NIEL Programme for
November Government response included a section dedicated to the SDGs
2016
Summary of the SDGs section in the OECD report summarised and sent to
government officials (1 February)
Seminar held with Ulster University Pushing Boundaries Seminar Series:
An overview of OG developments and the SDGs (8 February)
February
Presentation to Local Government Sustainability Officers (22 March)
2017
SDGs included in response to local government Community Plans
First webinar held with Craig Matasick (OECD) 51 people registered and 29
participants (10 May)
Audio and video recordings posted across communications platforms (11
May)
Grassroots Democracy Games with Special Schools (Disability) (19 May)
Open policy making presentation to QUB Democracy event (12 May)
May 2017 SDG themed Democracy Games event held with NI Grassroots (Special
Schools)
Collaboration with QUB Centre for Global Education to live stream/video
SDG Goal 4.7 event (14 June)
Grassroots event blog published and posted (2 June)
Scope NI article published on the SDGs (2 June)
June 2017 Dr Graham Long webinar - The SDGs in the UK – Priorities, processes and
participation - 35 participants (20 June)
August
Meeting with Michael McCallion (DAERA) to discuss NI SDG progress and
2017
NI government input to Pioneer conference (31 August)
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September
to
December
2017

January to
March
2018

April to
June 2018

Pioneer conference discussion document posted on wiki and input sought
form project delivery board, project partners and other selected
stakeholders
Meeting with DAERA on Implementation of SSDG Goal 13 CC (15
November)
Teleconference with SSD reps to discuss government progress (17
November)
Meetings with NI Grassroots (30 October and 20 November)
Democracy Games event held with 45 young people at Stormont (29
September)
Youth celebration event held with workshop on SDG 15
Evaluation tender circulated
Launch of SDG website and further content added to website
Evaluation process designed and invitation to tender circulated
Meeting with Michael McCallion who sent letter to Local
Government/SOLACE re Goal 13 Climate Change
Contributed to UKSSD Shadow report. NI state of play summary
Contributed to NI OGN response to NI Affairs Committee on Devolution
and Democracy in NI
Blog on environmental governance in NI and the SDGs in advance of
conference
SDG related commitments drafted for NI commitments in UK NAP
Meeting with Satish Kumar (QUB) – SDGs in Action
Pioneer conference delivered with 90 participants and links to conference
YouTube video circulated
Grassroots event held with three further NI special schools (26 April)
Webinar 3 hosted with 18 attendees, considerable drop off from 50
registered (30 May)
SDGs/Democracy Games event held with Duke of Edinburgh Youth Groups
at Stormont (15 June)
Food Poverty Workshops brief developed and BFN Commissioned to run
Discussion with NIMTF about Goal 14 life below water theme and speaker
for marine event during NI Environment Week

Scotland

November
2016

Articles for Scottish Policy Now on Why Open Government matters in
Scotland
Workshop on #dividedsocieties at Paris OGP16 with NIEL, Demsoc and
OGP International Steering Group support
Wiki updated with Scotland action plan page linked to SDGs
Presentations to IDEAS AGM, Management Development Network
Scotland AGM and Learning for Sustainability Scotland AGM
Meetings x 2 with Scottish Government OGP group to tee them up for
citizen engagement around SDG themes
Launch of @opengovscot twitter account and building its social media
presence
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February
2017

May 2017

June 2017

Launch of Meetup.com Open Government Pioneers hub and 'chapter'
groups set up in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Dundee and Cardiff
Wrote initial blogs on why open government matters to the third sector
and open budgeting, also shared on international Open Government
Partnership site to international peers in OGP
SCVO guest blog from Head of Policy, Alzheimer Scotland on opening up
local government
Attended and contributed to UKSSD SDG conference - good pick up of our
contribution and strong interest in Scottish developments
Organised and held two open government events at the Gathering on 23
and 24 February. The Gathering 2017 provided an opportunity for people
working in the third sector to understand more about open government
and how it relates to their work. TFN live streamed those events we held
on open government.
Trial Meetup.com events held in Edinburgh and Glasgow (limited
attendance but supporting to inform approach)
A number of the Open Government forum’s members met to discuss civil
society engagement around open government in Scotland, and to share
thoughts on where we go next in developing Scotland’s Civil Society Open
Government Network (6 April)
Launch of Scottish Data Partnership to host network and discussions
around open data 57 members (8 May)
Open online meeting hosted to build on forum conversations around
Scotland's data sharing agenda - discussions fed back to forum.
Open Government Partnership 'Extended steering group' between civil
society and Scottish Government focusing on extending engagement in
OGP to society (9 May)
Presentation about this project to the Scottish Public Information Forum
on request at their relaunch meeting (12 May)
New SDG coalition of partners set up. The group is independent of the
project and determines its own work/direction. We have agreed to
support the group to operate by facilitating management and
administrative support of the group but at no point leading it and the role
of chair will rotate. Planning in early stages of this coalition is being hosted
by us on the Wiki and a forum has been set up. Group will meet monthly
and is growing.
Our partners at Scotland Malawi Partnership have secured cross-party
support in Parliament for implementing the SDGs at home and overseas,
and videos of 96 MSPs including the party leaders committing to the goals
will feature on the site.
Joint equalities event with Inclusion Scotland and disabled people in Perth
on SDGs and opengov (July)
Event with Inclusion Scotland – the event let disabled people know about
the opportunities that are becoming available as a result of Open
Government, particularly on community empowerment and participatory
budgeting. It will explored what the barriers are for disabled people to get
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August
2017

September
to
December
2017

involved, and, learning from Inclusion Scotland’s Highlands project, what
we can do to remove these barriers.
Meeting of the Sustainable Development Goals Network – to discuss plans
for the globalgoals.scot crowdsourcing site, the Knowledge Hub platform
to host the network and opportunities for organisations and people to
engage with the SDGs.
Meeting of the Open Government Network – to review government’s
progress to date and discuss what is needed from civil society to ensure
meaningful progress and collaboration. To approve next steps with the
Democratic Society around civil society and citizen engagement. Prep
work with DemSoc to establish next steps and clear plan for their
involvement.
A number of meetings and presentations on open government and the
Sustainable Development Goals, including all SCVO staff day,
Improvement Service, Unicef, Alliance, TSIs, Policy Officers Network, UK
Research Councils, private sector SDG road show.
SDG Network: First face-to-face meeting of Scotland’s newly formed SDG
Network that the Pioneer Project is facilitating. Useful interactive session
to understand challenges and opportunities for the Network to feed into
communications and engagement plans to be collectively drawn up by
Network.
Twitter: ran a mini twitter campaign to promote and explain what's
happening with open government in Scotland. Resulted in 40 new
followers and good engagement (17 August)
Network Bulletin: template created and first bulletin circulated on 21
August. To be circulated monthly.
In the hot seats & Network Encounters: set up to better connect and
introduce open government network members to one another, as well as
specific topic issues of interest.
Supporting delivery of Gaia Education's SDG Workshop: Booked in to hold
at Hayweight (26t September). Interactive and participatory workshop
invites participants to engage in progressive conversations about the local
relevance of the SDGs based on SDGs Community Implementation
Flashcards.
Supporting the delivery of Scotland’s Global Goals Jam with Edinburgh
Living Lab, which will run from the evening of 15 September through the
weekend of 16–17 September. The jam will take a hackathon format for
developing, designing and testing prototype solutions to challenges in the
following areas: poverty, hunger, health, education and sustainable cities
and communities.
Supported running of Edinburgh Global Goals Jam in September and
funded marketing to bring in participants.
Successful and well attended SDG training took place in September.
Planning to hold second session in early 2018.
Worked with Scotland's SDG Network to design network engagement
plan, mobilisation mapping and set up monthly network meetings for
2018.
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January to
March
2018

Scotland's SDG Network's blog series 'Scotland's Goals' launched in
October, with contributions so far from Shelter Scotland, The Poverty
Alliance, Keep Scotland Beautiful, Stop Climate Chaos Scotland, Nourish
Scotland and Engender via SCVO site and globalgoals.scot.
Redesign of globalgoals.scot site to capture more ways to get involved.
Blog series, open letter and publishing third party content led to
significant increase in new users of site from 427 (May-August) to 1036
(September-December)
Scotland's Open Government Network's 6 'in the hot seat' series, 16 'know
your network' profiles and increased blog outputs have increased traffic to
Scottish content on network site by 1008 page hits (January - June) to
3176 page hits (August – December)
Coordinated Scotland's Open Government Network's input into the Open
Government Partnership's independent evaluation of Scotland's 2017
Open Government Action Plan, including online and in person.
Established new ways for OGN members to get involved through Action
Plan Collaboration, Network Governance and Network Communication's
sub-groups to take forward work in 2018.
Travelled to Global OGP Civil Society Leaders Meeting in The Hague,
Holland, in November to present on Scotland's approach to linking open
government to the SDGs.
Open Government Network meeting with a number of Scottish media
titles in late November to raise awareness of open government and how
to promote to wider audiences.
Presented to Scottish Government led procurement supply group in
November on open government developments in Scotland.
Attended 'best practise in co-production' What Works Scotland workshop
in November to build awareness of current approaches.
Presented to SCVO's Policy Committee, Intermediaries Network and Third
Sector Forum on the value of the SDGs in Scotland and how to get
involved.
Presented at Nourish Scotland's 'Food in Scotland' conference on
opportunities to get involved in the Open Government Network and how
it connects with their interests/communities.
Presented at Fife Centre for Diversity event on SDGs and gathered
feedback on network development.
Over 2017, we more than doubled the number of members in Scotland's
Open Government Network from 118 to 259.
SDG Network Open Letter - Facilitated the SDG Network’s engagement
group to come together to write an open letter to parliamentary
committees, the First Minister, Cabinet Members and local authorities to
request feedback on the actions they are taking the progress the SDGs in
Scotland. The purpose of this was to raise the profile of the SDGs in
Scotland, following direction from the SDG Network’s members. The
Network received 11 responses to its open letter, including from the First
Minister, Scottish Parliamentary Committees, the Scottish Conservative
Party and five local authorities
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Fire starter festival event - We presented at the Scottish Government’s fire
starter event that focused on the next open government action plan.
Deliver workshop with Scottish Educational Development Centres Facilitated a workshop to help participants gain a better understanding of
how their work with teachers fits into the bigger picture of what’s being
done to achieve the goals across Scotland. Considered how progress will
be measured and what the role or contribution is as DECs – could they
approach their work in a different way? How could they have a bigger
impact?
Updates on National Outcomes discussions - Through the network we
have kept members updated on the inquiry into the Scottish
Government’s revised national outcomes, which have been aligned to the
SDGs and will be used to measure Scotland’s progress against the goals. A
number of network members fed into the parliamentary consultation
having been made aware through our blogs and communications. The
network held a joint event with the Scottish Government in January
focusing on aligning the National Performance Framework with the SDGs
and significant changes were made to the design following our members’
input.
SDGs in Scotland film resource - We are preparing to produce a short film
for stakeholders across Scotland to use to promote the importance of the
SDGs, the role of the SDG Network and cross sector collaboration. We
have been filming and hope for the film to be ready by the beginning of
June for people to begin using online and at events. The film will be similar
to that produced by SDG Watch Europe. The following organisations have
been involved - The Poverty Alliance, Scottish International Development
Alliance, Nourish Scotland, Business in the Community Scotland, Keep
Scotland Beautiful, International Voluntary Service, ICAS, GCU, IDEAS,
Scotland Malawi Partnership.
European Open Government Leaders' Forum - Presented and shared a
poster presentation at the first European Open Government Leaders'
forum in Milan. Shared learning from the work of both Scotland’s SDG and
Open Government Networks.
Mobilising youth action: perspectives from the youth & third sectors Hosted by SCVO, The Wood Foundation & Young Scot - With a focus on
the Year of Young People 2018, this session explored the valuable role
young people play in communities across Scotland. Further, in
consideration of the Sustainable Development Goals – a set of goals which
aim to end poverty, protect the planet and ensure prosperity for all –
input focused on the importance of mobilising local, youth led activity
centred on addressing a whole range of social needs. This event was codesigned with the Communic18 – a group of 35 young people from across
Scotland who support and advise partners on involving young people in
their YoYP 2018 activity, who are supported by Children in Scotland,
Scottish Youth Parliament and Young Scot.
Are you a young citizen advocate for change? Hosted by Open
Government Network and The International Development Education
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April to
June 2018

Association of Scotland (IDEAS) - This event, co-hosted by The Open
Government Network and informed by the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs), was part of IDEAS’ series of YCA events. It was an interactive
session exploring young people’s perspectives on a range of issues and
included the opportunity for young people and organisations to share and
channel their passion and enthusiasm for change. St Rochs Schools played
a key role in this event, and pupils spent time interviewing a number of
charities in the exhibition hall to help build their skills and knowledge.
Resources section on globalgoals website - Resource Hub set up on
globalgoals.scot to help people find tools and resources on the SDGs from
Scotland and across the world. Currently in the process of populating this.
OGP Steering Group (Civil Society): We successfully facilitated the
development of Scotland's first multi-stakeholder forum for open
government, consisting of eight government representatives and 8
members of the open government network. All 8 spaces were filled
through an open nomination process and they reflect the wide-ranging
membership in Scotland's OGN - environment, advocacy, equalities,
democracy etc.
SDG Scotland Video: We filmed stakeholders across Scotland, including
business and civil society, to use to promote the importance of the SDGs,
the role of the SDG Network and cross sector collaboration. The resource
will be ready by August.
SDG Letter responses: In January, members of Scotland’s SDG Network
helped mobilise over 80 organisations and 250 people to sign our open
letter on the SDGs. The Network we received responses from the First
Minister, the Scottish Parliament, 5 Local Authorities and the Scottish
Conservative Party. The First Minister's response welcomed the work of
the SDG Network in bringing different stakeholders together and hoped
for the network to continue working with the Scottish Government on
SDGs.
GlobalGoals.Scot: Continued to develop the content of Scotland's National
Platform for the SDGs, which now receives roughly 800 visitors each
month. Content received from HIV Scotland, Scottish Water, Zero Waste
Scotland, The Alliance, Beyond Green, NUS Scotland.

Wales
February
2017

May 2017
June 2017

Launch at major 3rd sector event gofod3
Blog written & shared
Set up Meetup.com page for Wales OGN
Twitter @opengovcymru engagement with key stakeholders. Increased to
104 followers by 30 March
WOGN Meeting discussing priorities and partner opportunities
WCVA has now signed up to Open Government Asks for GE2017
Contributed to Great Repeal Bill consultation
Co-Production Network Wales meeting
Staff seminar on Open Government
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August
2017

September
to
December
2017

January to
March
2018

April to
June 2018

July to
September
2018

Partner ERS Cymru to represent Wales on OGN UK
6 month blog of Wales network by coordinator
Part of missing voices project with ERS Cymru
Contributed to OG AP review
Met with PSB leads and regional coordinator on engagement of civil
society with Public Services Boards on well-being goal progress.
Development meeting with Welsh Government team responsible for OG
Action Plan regarding civil society engagement.
Supported Environet in engaging with WCVA membership regarding
engagement with UKSSD process on chapters on SDGs
Blog about equalities projects
Helped facilitate a table during the Third Sec Partnership Council
workshop with the third sector and Welsh government to re-design the
TSPC.
Met with Welsh Government Digital team to develop a plan for next
commitments for Open Government Action Plan & Civil Society input.
Open Government Network Wales meeting/ workshop to prioritise
themes, start looking at commitments, discuss wider civil society
engagement
Created piece on Belfast conference for WCVA web
Reproduced NIEL article on democracy games for Network magazine
Set up Discuto platform for Welsh commitments, in collaboration with ERS
Cymru and WG
Held 2 drop-in workshops at Gofod3 WCVA conference to discuss Open
Government Network with attendees
Youth Cymru (Equalities project) interim report received & uploaded to UK
Open Government website
Belfast Conference attendance - Anna Nicholl (WCVA) and Jess Blair (ERS
Cymru)
Promoted and shared new Discuto discussion on the Wales Open
Government Action Plan via Cynnal Cymru website and twitter account
Attended Diverse Cymru report launch on Barriers to Engagement (27
June)
Contacted Equalities Project leads for final project reports and to
encourage participation in the MutualGain survey
Attended the OGP Global Summit: Tbilisi
Equalities Projects: Produced a summary report and overview of the
themes and learning from the three equalities projects as well as
reviewing how the projects aligned with the Wales Well-being of Future
Generations Act. Next steps: to translate & share the learning online.
OGN Action Plan/ Manifesto: Manifesto published online and via social
media following consultation with Welsh civil society via the Discuto
platform. Article picked up by the Western Mail, national newspaper and
shared through the ERS, WCVA, Cynnal Cymru websites and social media.
Webinar on Participatory Budgeting developed, promoted and delivered a
webinar on Participatory Budgeting as part of the 'Summer of
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International' events. Bringing together leading experts from England,
Wales, Scotland, Northern Ireland and Portugal to share the challenges
and learning on developing PB projects with communities. 26 registered /
17 attendees.
Video recording and event summary shared with all registered and shared
online
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Appendix Two: Headlines from face-to-face discussions with country leads
Scotland 8 March 2018
Discussion with Ruchir Shah, Paul Bradley, Dorothea Vincent, Ruth Boyle and Doreen
Green
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

If you understand the agenda then it is easy to get involved, but the majority of
people will find these esoteric concepts with confusing acronyms
Linking the SDGs and Open Government process can be challenging because there
are two different sets of stakeholders, conversations, sets of projects and agendas
Why are they linked?
o Open government is how we do reform (build trust, openness, etc.)
o SDGs are one of the ways we can deliver that reform
o When SDGs were launched – OGP recognised need to use action plans to
drive them
o There’s an obvious connection for some
The first year has needed time to discuss that – people haven’t been as open as
they could be – they are nervous and struggle with the scale of what could be
It’s a big agenda – if we are taking this seriously then it must be about DECISION
making
We also need to think about who else needs to be part of the discussion and
ensure they are involved in an open way
Who else would fund this type of work other than the Big Lottery – but challenge
will be that it is early days and the immediate impact of this may not be felt now.
We need to feel comfortable with openness – it will take a while to get there – it is
risky to expose thinking and the challenge to achieve instant wins is difficult
Need to build a critical mass of engagement and support which takes time but he
had to do this immediately and could have been more effective later with the
opportunity to build connections and networks
Equalities is key if we are to open up power to a wider range of people – that
outreach and connection takes time; opening up that power is a 2030 agenda for
SDGs
At the start the SDGs had limited traction but with the focus on equalities it
became apparent that open government could be a tool to develop the SDGs
What is success? Is it numbers or talking to experts and integrating into agendas?
Is success shaping the work of others? We think so but it is hard to measure.
When we do this though it has the potential to connect and reach to many more
people
I see this as an equalities project – so many people don’t have access to power or
able to influence decisions
We are a small organisation with limited resources so we chose to focus on three
groups: people with disabilities, young people and BAME communities
Unintended impact of this project has been to open up the work of SCVO and the
staff – a different way of operating has impacted on other projects
Been really good to talk about the project – inspired and energised!
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Northern Ireland 16 March 2018
Discussion with Johnny Bell, David McBurney, Sean Kelly and Craig McGuiken
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Reflecting on the Reimagine Democracy conference (15 March, the previous day),
the event organised in three sections (i) open government (ii) SDGs and (iii)
facilitating participants to make commitments for future action
Format combined information (about some shocking issues), entertainment and
the opportunity for engagement and networking well facilitated by the host and
with high quality speakers supported by live stream, video link and twitter
Good turnout with mix of individuals and organisations who were not the ‘usual
suspects’ (helped by the link to the wider Imagine festival on in Belfast at the time)
The conference was well-timed (and therefore may possibly achieve more
mainstream attention) following statement on 14 March by David Sterling, head of
the Northern Ireland Civil Service, that not all government meetings were minuted
to avoid FOI requests. The Sterling statement will be considered by the
Information Commissioner
First session of the conference got to the heart of NI issues, covering transparency
and accountability, ‘dark money’ and tax justice. As well as FOI (noted that Mandy
McAuley, the BBC investigative journalist, ‘never had a successful FOI’ was a
phenomenal fact) other current NI issues discussed were the suspended devolved
government and the allegations about dark money in the Brexit campaign
These discussions should help put increased focus on open government
The various proposals discussed in the afternoon session could be part of the
project programme – exploring how the SDGs could lead to action and raise
awareness about the need for government reform and greater transparency
Government officials are involved in open government commitments
Brexit raises challenges for agriculture – but priorities could be framed within
SDGs and enable ability to compete post-Brexit
There is a culture of secrecy within the NI civil service and no independent
environment agency = a lack of accountability around environmental regulation
Issue of equality – important to work with young people with SDGs providing a
useful framework for open government
Democracy Games events at Stormont have taken place three times and build
political literacy in a fun and interactive way by encouraging young people to think
about manifestos and policy. They develop a slogan under a theme and then
present their ideas to their peers who then vote for the one they prefer
Popular and over-subscribed - encourages young people do something of their
own about what’s important to them (for the future)
Politicians are keen to be seen to support the project
It is first necessary to evaluate the success of the agreed activity plan, e.g.
conference webinars, blogs…
Independence of Open Government Network is crucial
Without OGN there would be no open government commitments
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England 28 March 2018:
Discussion with Andreas Pavlou
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

OG and SDGs are big agendas – often hard to relate as full of jargon and include a
lots of huge issues/sectors within them
Lack of clarity and central government interest (contrast to Scotland and Wales),
difficult to engage in English-only issues at Westminster as well as UK-wide issues.
Difficult as many English-only NGOs are local, not ‘devolved/national’, or they are
UK wide.
Difficult to include on government/media agenda due to the dominance of Brexit
but there are established government leads from Government Digital Service.
Examples of local government interest/support in doing things differently include
Huddersfield (with annual conference on open democracy includes cover of SDG
16 but harder to expand to other SDGs) but austerity/financial restrictions makes
this difficult too
Option of linking with executive (English ‘metro’) mayors – but early days of
thinking
Also difficult to engage on environment, climate change etc. as they are very
established sectors with processes and certain tactics to access to government.
Government leads keen to engage with women’s equality groups (SDG 5) linked to
100th anniversary of women’s suffrage
Potential OG Action Plan commitment on the collection of data about sex,
ethnicity, other diversity indicators, etc. of local government candidates – links
being made with Local Government Information Unit and potentially others
OGN Forum – sometimes it feels like only activity on the UK Forum comes from
the coordinator, but: Core group, part of the Steering Group includes Democratic
Society, Institute of Government, Electoral Reform Society, TI UK
Civil society OG Action Plan leads include MySociety, NCVO, Open Data Institute.,
CFOI, 360Giving
Challenge of maintaining longer standing connections and expand into other
sectors by identifying the issues they may be interested in, for example introduce
OG to gender-equality groups
Reimagine Democracy conference inevitably had Northern Ireland focus but there
were also participants from England
Pleasantly surprised as had expected fewer people, packed room in the morning
and 40/50 left for workshop – wasn’t just the same people as always
Ideas useful for NI but not all specifically translatable elsewhere although certain
UK-wide themes emerged, including open contracting, transparency and
exploration of the link between open government and SDGs
Making the explicit OG - SDG link is an ongoing challenge because it is not obvious,
for example the representation of women and the disadvantaged does relate to
the SDGs but feels closer to open government
Many of the other SDGs – related to environment for example, already have
successful or established tactics, processes and access to government, or already
aware of open government.
England 25 May 2018
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Discussion with Tim Hughes, Director, Involve
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Originally the Open Government Network brought together a loose of coalition of
international development type organisations to push long-term demands on
development and linked anti-corruption initiatives and in 2011 the first Open
Government action plan was published
These plans run for two years and aim to create a cycle with the next action plan
being drafted in the second year of the previous one
The second plan included a register of beneficial ownership as an important anticorruption tool and the last plan open contracting - but these are essentially
technical subjects so thinking developed about how to broaden out its aspirations
to the rest of the UK (the third was launched at the Prime Minister’s AntiCorruption Summit in May 2016 and the fourth is imminent)
The Open Government Pioneers Programme was therefore formulated to broaden
debate and think about issues such as health and social care
However Open Government Partnership has been under threat because of Brexit
and change in government
An absence of political leadership with six different ministers (and therefore they
have no time to get to grips with open government as well as it not being top of
the agenda)
No political leadership sits alongside threat from neglect, e.g. increasingly poor
responses on FOI requests and lack of openness about data, and language around
Brexit, e.g. the proposals for the UK to become an offshore tax haven (which
would be opposed to open government)
Sense of fire-fighting to obtain ministerial attention
Some tension therefore within the OG Network – are they giving government an
easy ride?
How to keep the open government agenda going – and maintain a positive
attitude towards a longer-term agenda?
This battle means that the Open Government Pioneers aspirations have been
somewhat side-lined
In addition the role of the UKSSD (UK Stakeholders for Sustainable Development) –
assessment of current state of play re SDGs
There is a positive relationship but (lack of) progress on SDGs is similar to Open
Government
Lack of government interest – cursory inclusion in department plans but lack of coordination - UKSSD has recently threatened to highlight this – appears to have had
some impact
Reflecting on the Reimagine Democracy conference was particularly relevant in
Northern Ireland but perhaps there was less reach elsewhere
Highlighted the importance of language – first session focussed on current
situation in NI and illustrated how the debate could have some real meaning and
made the issue of open government appear more human
Tendency for debate to be highbrow – so challenge to articulate and inspire a
wider audience
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Wales 13 April 2018
Tele-conference with Anna Nicholl and Jessica Blair
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Up to April 2018, this work was supported by an Open Government Officer (2 days
per week), managed by WCVA
Scottish Government approached Welsh colleagues and a roundtable with the
government and third sector, led by Doreen Grove, was organised to explore Open
Government – Wales keen to be involved although there had been no previous
background
ERS Cymru was not involved in the set up but is now a lead partner in the project
in Wales
Engagement with Welsh government is via Chief Digital Officer and civil servants
Less political engagement at a Ministerial level
Less push from civil society – different history of relationships between the third
sector and government. There is a unique statutory commitment for Welsh
Government to engage with the third sector through a Third Sector Scheme.
Open Government has less resonance as civil society has been less involved
playing catch up with Scotland and Northern Ireland
Nature of funding for third sector – often project-based or government funded
(which can put some constraint on challenging the status quo) as well as practical
challenges about capacity and resources
Labour has been in power for 20 years – and consequently levels of apathy
towards engagement from the public
Not sufficient organisations to push back
Example of the Brexit Continuity Bill – rushed through the Assembly and would
have given significant powers to the Executive
There is rhetoric about the importance of open government and its place in a
devolved system but concept remains relatively new to Wales – lack of precedent
Reimagine Democracy conference was lively and topical – challenge to draw out
the relevance to other parts of the UK
Ambitious – challenge to raise political awareness and identify clear progress
Conflict (or tension) between open government and SDGs
Not easy to demonstrate impact on legislation?
Open Government is relevant to Wales – how to overcome deficit and articulate a
stronger contribution to public life
Vital to ensure people feel engaged
Enable groups and individuals to engage with government – would we get there?
Plan to be published in June – likely to have commitments which strengthen
engagement and representation with involvement of both government and civil
society
Good equality work – Diverse Cymru (BAME representation, disability and equal
opportunities), Youth Cymru (voluntary groups working with young people) and
Interlink
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Appendix Three: On-line survey findings
Running from 30 May-11 July 22 respondents participated in the on-line survey. ‘Total
unique respondents’ is the total number of answers received; so, for questions requiring
one answer this number will be 22, but for some questions respondents could provide
multiple answers.

1.

Has your engagement with Open Government Pioneers been as an individual or
as part of an organisation?

12 respondents did so as part of a range of organisations and ten as individual citizens.
There was a range of organisations represented:
1.1

Outline the purpose of your organisation (in no more than 25 words)
“Environmental charity”
“We empower young people, families and communities to create positive
change.”
“Through the Grassroots Challenge Project we hope to inspire and empower
young people (11-24 years old) to lead their own wildlife projects, benefiting
themselves, their communities and the environment.”
“I was the Open Gov officer for Wales at WCVA”
“Developing a more equitable and sustainable food system”
“A conservation charity working with people to create better places for wildlife,
protect wildlife and educate in Northern Ireland.”
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“Wildlife Conservation”
“Transparency for accountability”
“Environment education for young people ages 11-14 in Northern
Ireland”
“Membership organisation for environment and heritage”
“Supporting development projects”
“Humanitarian Social Development”

2.

What kind of communities do you work with?
Option

Respondents

A. Age (you will be asked to specify in the next?)

13

B. Disability

11

C. Gender reassignment

3

D. Marriage and civil partnerships

3

E. Pregnancy and maternity

5

F. Race

8

G. Religion and Belief

7

H. Sex

6

I. Sexual Orientation

5

Respondents worked with a variety of diverse communities. Age and disability were
the two main ‘protected characteristics’ identified. Of the 13 respondents who
selected ‘age’, six worked exclusively with under-25 year olds and the others all age
groups.
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3.

Why did you decide to become part of the Open Government Pioneers project?

There were mixed motivations for engaging with the Open Government Pioneers Project.
12 respondents wanted to increase their knowledge and 10 joined to share experiences.
Other responses:
"Invited."
"Giving young people confidence and skills to speak up on environmental issues
that are important to them"
"Sustainable Development"
"Commitment to the open movement"
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4.

How do you participate in the Open Government Pioneers project?

The most popular methods of participation were Open Government forums, meet-ups
and events, with 13 respondents selecting this option, followed by reading papers and
articles (12 respondents). The least popular method was the Pioneers Wiki, with only
five respondents selecting this.
Other responses:
"Small community project funded by Pioneers project, engaging food poverty
experts by experience in dialogue to shape workable solutions on the ground"
"Democracy Games Sessions at Stormont linked to the Grassroots
Challenge Programme."
"Sustainable Development Goals"
"Collating and publishing equality information and data openly"
(Left blank)
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5.

How effective are the means of participation?

very effective

Not very effective

very effective

Not very effective

very effective

Not very effective

very effective

Not very effective

All five options were rated between 2.36 and 2.90 with accessibility and ease of
participation online judged the most effective elements of participation. The majority
of respondents however felt the ability to influence and facilitate connections as being
‘not very effective’.
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6.

What level of contribution do you feel you have had in the Open Government
Pioneers process?
A. I have delivered a new project which has enabled local

36%

people to participate
B. I have worked with other organisations to generate and/or
deliver new ways of working
C. I have participated in an online discussion where I have been able
to explore ideas
D. I have been asked what I think about various decision that have
been made
E. I have seen and read the updates and contributions by others to
the Wiki

7.

9%
32%
5%
18%

What impact do you feel your participation has made?
A. Changed or adapted Open Government Pioneers project

0%

B. Influenced strategic direction of Open Government Pioneers
Project
C. Changed your own practice

18%

D. Changed the practice of others

32%

E. None

23%

F. Other (please state)

14%

13%

As question 6 reveals, only 5 per cent of respondents had been consulted on decisions
related to the Project. More positively 36 per cent had helped to deliver a new project and
32 per cent had explored ideas through an online discussion. 23 per cent of respondents
felt their participation had made no impact. Nobody believed that they had ‘changed or
adapted’ the Open Government Pioneers Project.
Other responses:
"I helped facilitate young people who where learning about democracy."
"Enabled young people to learn about democracy and government"
"I've learnt a lot and made good contacts"
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9.

To what extent do you consider an understanding of diversity is embedded within
the Open Government Pioneers project?

10.

To what extent do you consider the Open Government Pioneers project tackles
inequality?

Almost half of respondents believed that an extensive understanding of diversity was
embedded into the Project. In terms of tackling inequality, there is a more mixed picture,
with the vast majority of respondents believing that this only happens ‘to some extent’.
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11.

Designing the Dream Statement about what the Open Government Pioneers
Project can achieve.
A. Coming together to achieve UN Sustainable Development

36%

Goals using the spirit and practice of Open Government to
develop a plan that leaves no one behind, can fulfil everyone's
potential and be fully responsible to the planet.
B. Have transparency for accountability in government and

14%

have an implementation plan for the SDGs
C. Government recognises Sustainable Development Goals as a key
national goal and introduces a programme of commitments and
actions that would include Open Government, transparency and
accountability.
D. Open Government Pioneers develops more robust engagement
between government and society so that there is transparency
and accountability about the delivery of the SDGs.
E. If you prefer please create your own dream statement.

23%

18%
9%

‘A’ was the preferred dream statement for the Open Government Pioneers Project, ‘C’ the
second, ‘D’ the third and ‘B’ the least popular, chosen by only 14 per cent of participants
selecting this. Two participants created their own dream statements:
•

“A fairer, greener future for all”

•

“Open Government promoting the SDGs”
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Appendix Four: The evaluation approach
Methodology
•

How the evaluation was undertaken

Match the approach and ethos of

•

Open: contributing to networks

the Open Government Pioneers

such as the Pioneers’ Wiki and the

Project

Open Government Network forums
•

Collaborative: Worked with the
country leads to create ‘dream
statements’

•

Digital: Use of social media to
promote surveys and webinars

•

Agile: Demonstrated flexibility in
approach and timescales, and
adapted the evaluation in response
to feedback from the Project Board
and country leads. This included
adjustments to the survey
incorporated and setting up Twitter
chats to encourage engagement

•

Demonstrate a realistic and robust

•

See Section 2, Methodology

•

See Sections 4 and 5

methodology (appropriate to the
budget)
•

Outline clear and accessible outputs
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•

Involve interviews with Project

•

For discussions with the country

partners, participants and

leads and our attendance at the

government

Reimagine Democracy conference,
see particularly Section 2.1.
Appendix Two also provides more
detail.
•

For online discussions see
particularly Section 2.2 and
Appendix Three

•

•

Be supported by data from the

•

Engagement statistics from the

Project’s monitoring and discussion

Pioneer’s Wiki were used to target

about evaluation priorities

survey and webinar promotion

Make recommendations about how

•

to continue and develop the

See Section 5. Outputs captured on
MutualGain website.

engagement of citizens and civil
society
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How to get involved with the project
•

The Open Government Pioneer's Wiki page is open for editing and contribution from
the general public. No need to register or sign in, unless you want your ideas to be
attributed to you. Use this site to write in your ideas on the following:
o Develop the aims and outcomes
o Explore the background and opportunity
o Develop the overall plans and proposals
o Help us work out if the project is succeeding - engage the evaluation
o Develop the analysis and theory of change supporting this project
o Develop and help plan activity and communications
o Identify yourself as one of the project's prospective partners to work with or
contract

•

Join the Open Government Network to access forums for each nation and get details
of meet ups and events

•

Look at local meet up opportunities or start your own with the project’s support at
the Meetup page

•

Contribute to each nations’ action plans directly on the Wiki
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